Cam Lock Measuring Guide for Quick Replacement

STEP 1> Determine lock body size by putting your current lock on the image

STEP 2> Determine Rotation and Key Pull when look down at lock face
NOTE: Two Key Pull means key can be pull out at either lock or unlock position

A 90° Clockwise 1 Key Pull
B 90° Clockwise 2 Key Pull
C 180° Clockwise 2 Key Pull
D 180° Clockwise 1 Key Pull
E 90° Counter Clockwise 1 Key Pull
F 90° Counter Clockwise 2 Key Pull

STEP 3> Determine latching cam length by putting current cam on the image below

STEP 4> Determine latching cam offset/insert
NOTE: Certain cam with stopper knob need to specify whether offset in or out

FLAT 1/16" 1/8" 3/16" 1/4" 3/8" 1/2"

STEP 5> Write down the part number

P/N: Example: 58 A 112 38